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Alliance Plastic is a company that manufactures and distributes finishing and protection components
for different kinds of applications and industries. This company has an operation that has a huge
base in Canada, the United States, Brazil and Mexico. Its major bases may be only these select
countries but the company is known all over the world. The distribution of the products of Alliance
Plastic reaches other parts of the world specifically in Asia and Europe.

The company of Alliance Plastic was put together in 1968. The company has grown significantly
through the years and at present it now has over 200 people under its employment on its South and
North America operations. The headquarters of Alliance Plastic is based in Erie, Pennsylvania.
Their main manufacturing site is also based on the same Pennsylvania location. The company has
invested hugely on the improvement of their production machinery, information technology, tooling
as well as the facilities in their various warehouses. They have also made significant improvements
in their customer service to ensure the satisfaction of their clients. In recent years, they have added
more manufacturing operations into the distribution operations in San Paulo, Brazil. These
additional improvements were implemented in 2006. The distribution operation in San Paulo is the
base of the operations in Brazil.

Alliance Plastic is known for having a very extensive product line. That may be so but they still
continue to come up with ways to create more new products and improve the already existing
products. At present, the company has over 8,000 products in the market and this extensive product
line has contributed greatly to the success of the company. All of the products on their extensive
catalogue are available for dispatch on the same day of the placement of your order. This has made
it very convenient for the clients of the company.

The company aims to provide excellent service through their extensive product line and exceptional
customer service. The company has several regional locations with local offices and stock
warehouses to provide the best service to their clients in different locations. The company can cater
to clients that are in need of products in bulk or those that need specialized products. They are also
proud of the fact that they can provide prompt service and delivery for clients who are in a rush.
They can even provide immediate delivery to clients who order products in smaller quantities. The
company does have a lower requirement for the minimum number of orders.
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Alvin Green - About Author:
Welcome to Alliance Express - A manufacturer and distributor of protection and finishing
components for a wide range of industries and applications like a caster sockets. We are committed
to delivering the valuable combination of an extensive product range and immediate delivery of a
rigid plastic tube in lower volume quantities.
Read my blog at a Alvin Green blog.
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